
When 14-year-old Nicholas Fung
was in primary school, the playful
boy spent hours playing video
games and football with friends.

His mother, Madam Janice Ong,
said: “He seemed to be in a daze in
primary school. He was more inter-
ested in play.”

Compared to his older sister, Jeri-
ca, who is now 17, Nicholas seemed
to be weaker in his studies, especial-
ly in language, noticed Madam
Ong, a housewife.

Said the 47-year-old: “In primary
school, she was more diligent. She
will do her work, follow through
and look through her corrections.

“But the boy can make the same
mistake again and again.

“Like his friends, he was more in-
to play and games. Even recess is
about playing, not eating.”

But Madam Ong was not too con-
cerned about her children’s differ-
ences. “I think it’s a natural part of
growing up. Boys are usually not in
a hurry to grow up.” In fact, she saw
“signs of improvement in maturity”
in Nicholas only last year when he
completed Secondary 2.

“Teachers say that he has poten-
tial to do well. He studied his hard-
est for the end-of-year Secondary 2
exams,” she said. “He knows now...

he needs to be more responsible,
otherwise he will face consequenc-
es like not getting promoted.”

She said: “Boys tend to be more
playful but once they set their mind
on a goal... they will really work to-
wards it. The school environment
and peer pressure also push them
to study hard as their maturity level
grows.”

Today, Madam Ong is glad that
both her children have also devel-
oped interests of their own – Nicho-
las is sporty and plays table tennis
for his school while Jerica is a musi-
cal talent who plays the guzheng.

Nicholas picked up table tennis
at the age of six and joined the Sin-
gapore Table Tennis Association’s
Junior Development Squad for pri-
mary school pupils. He trains four
times a week and has won awards
representing his secondary school.
Recently, for recreation, he started
playing football once a week with a
club.

Jerica, now in her first year of jun-
ior college, has been playing the
guzheng since Primary 1. Two
years later, she auditioned and got
into the Nanyang Academy of Fine
Arts’ School of Young Talents pro-
gramme that trains students in mu-
sic, dance, art and drama. In 2013,
she joined the Singapore Youth
Chinese Orchestra and has taken
part in local competitions.

Said Madam Ong: “I’m very bless-
ed that my kids have these inter-
ests and they enjoy these activi-
ties. It just happened naturally.

“I didn’t push them.”
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Girls tend to outdo boys academi-
cally at a younger age although
this gap closes as they enter their
late teens and early 20s.

Statistics from the Ministry of
Education (MOE) showed that in
the last 10 years, girls performed
“slightly better” than boys in the
Primary School Leaving Examina-
tion. Girls were around 2 to 3 per-
centage points over-represented
in the top quintile, and about 3 to 4
percentage points under-repre-
sented in the bottom quintile.

At the O levels, girls were around
1 to 2 percentage points over-repre-
sented in the top quintile and
about 1 to 2 percentage points un-
der-represented in the bottom
quintile.

But there was hardly any distinc-
tion in qualification to the tertiary
level. The numbers of males and fe-
males pursuing degrees in local
universities have been compara-
ble over the past three years, said
the ministry.

For instance, out of a total of
18,126 undergraduates in the 2015
intake for the six publicly-funded
universities, 9,192 were female.

An MOE spokesman said these
figures reflect global trends in edu-
cational results by gender.

Worldwide, girls are better read-
ers than boys across all age groups
up to upper secondary.

For mathematics and science,
girls also generally do better than
boys up to lower secondary but
boys outperformed girls at the
higher levels.

The disparity in performance be-
tween boys and girls is “a complex
issue that depends on various fac-
tors, such as the subject matter,
students’ education level, motiva-
tion level and behaviours and the
education systems”, said MOE.

A 2015 report by the Organisa-
tion for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) on gen-
der equality in education stated
that boys’ poorer performance in
school is likely linked to their be-
haviour rather than “innate differ-
ences in ability”.

For example, boys reported that
they spent one hour less each
week on homework than girls,
more time playing video games
than girls and less time reading for
enjoyment.

But MOE also noted that
Singapore’s gender gap in results
is not as evident as in worldwide
studies. In the latest 2015 Pro-
gramme for International Student
Assessment, for example, the dif-
ference in reading ability between
15-year-old girls and boys in Singa-

pore was smaller than most other
countries’ and the OECD average.

The spokesman for MOE said
the ministry has initiatives to sup-
port academically weaker stu-
dents, regardless of their gender,
such as learning support and reme-
diation programmes.

Psychology experts and educa-
tors contacted said while boys and
girls develop differently, parents
should not oversimplify how they
learn, especially at a young age.

Psychologist Daniel Koh from In-
sights Mind Centre said girls tend
to be better listeners and are more
receptive to details – qualities
which make for more effective
learning.

Boys, on the other hand, get
bored and distracted easily, need-
ing more stimulation and space to
pay attention, he added.

They also tend to do better with
practical and performance-based
tasks, which feature more at later
stages of education such as poly-
technic and university.

But Assistant Professor Ryan
Hong from the National Universi-
ty of Singapore’s psychology de-
partment said research has largely
yielded gender similarities rather
than differences.

And these differences, like in
maths or verbal reasoning, are usu-
ally small, he added.

He noted though that males here
may have “matured in the course
of national service and that allows
them to be more focused and re-
sponsible in their university stud-
ies”.

Mr Koh added: “Boys at times al-
so take longer to determine what
they want to do or find interest in
something... They usually grow in
maturity and discipline by the
time they finish army.”

Madam Esther Yap, 50, said her
daughter, now 18 and in her third
year of polytechnic, matured fast-
er than her son, who is now 16.

“From primary to secondary
school, he just liked to play compu-
ter games. Only at the beginning of
this year in Secondary 4 when my
daughter pushed him to think
about his future, then he focused
more on work,” added the sales co-
ordinator.

Her son wants to study engineer-
ing in polytechnic next year.

“I wasn’t worried. I knew he
would make it when he knows
what he wants to do.”
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Boys and girls may have different strengths –
with girls being better in processing speed and
language, while boys have better memory and
mathematics skills.

But children – regardless of their gender – de-
velop differently, and parents should under-
stand their strengths and weaknesses individu-
ally, said psychology experts.

Assistant Professor Qu Li from the Nanyang
Technological University’s psychology division
said a recent study of more than 1,000 stu-
dents, aged 12 to 18, in Canada showed that fe-
males outperformed males in six domains:
processing speed, fine motor skills such as writ-
ing notes, verbal fluency, selective attention,
spelling and language comprehension.

Males did better in other areas such as memo-
ry, arithmetic skills and the ability to resolve
conflicting information, according to the study
published in the January 2017 issue of the Jour-
nal Of Neuroscience Research.

It is not surprising that girls do slightly better
at written tests, said Prof Qu, as the six domains
they fare better in are “essential cognitive skills
for a student to perform well in the PSLE and O
levels, and to learn well in a school setting”.

The skills that boys are better at tend to be
more useful for hands-on tasks, she added.

But she noted that these differences, although
statistically significant in larger population sam-
ples, are “relatively small” at the individual lev-
el, suggesting that educators and parents
should not resort to stereotyping both genders.

Instead, they could support children accord-
ing to their learning styles and developmental
patterns, she said. “Children develop at differ-
ent paces and, in the end, it boils down to indi-
vidual learning needs. It does not mean that
girls cannot be good engineers,” Prof Qu added.

Assistant Professor Ryan Hong from the Na-
tional University of Singapore’s psychology de-
partment said in terms of maths and verbal rea-
soning, there is “no or very small” difference in
ability between both genders. “If cognitive abili-
ties do not seem to account for differences, then
perhaps temperament or personality might ac-
count to some extent,” he said. For instance,
girls tend to be better in focusing on relevant
tasks and persevering while boys may be more
physically active and distracted, he added.

Psychologist Daniel Koh from Insights Mind
Centre said girls and boys may have varying
learning styles – girls, for example, use more in-
ductive thinking, which refers to making broad
generalisations based on specific observations.

Boys are deductive thinkers, which means
they reach conclusions based on logic.

But, ultimately, a child’s performance is also
based on his family environment, school cul-
ture and his self-belief, added Mr Koh.
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Nicholas, 14, picked up table tennis
at age six and recently started
playing football too. His sister Jerica,
17, has been playing the guzheng
since she was in Primary 1.
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MOE study finds girls outdo boys in primary
school but gap closes as they get older

Better for parents to support
children based on learning needsGirls lead

but boys
catch up

Boys not in a hurry to
grow up, says mum
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